Could be trouble, f. not realize

\[ x = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{0.1}{4} \]

10 x 10 = \[ T \]

\[ 1.4 x \frac{0.4}{10} = \frac{7}{4} \]
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Assume fex = 2 mm

Look at resistors on strain
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1) Oxid is compressive

2) Not the same overall

Stresses at active spot

Extrades visual

Ground concept

Use mechanism
Rotta

\[ \frac{H}{V} = \frac{0.1 + 0.2}{2} = 0.15 \]

\[ R_{TH} = \frac{K}{L} = \frac{5x10^{-6} \text{W/mK}}{10^{-6} \text{m}^2} = 5 \]

\[ \mu = \frac{F}{V} = 2 \times 10^{-6} \]

\[ \mathcal{L} = \frac{0.25 \times \text{raceway} + 0.06 \times \text{raceway}}{2} = 0.13 \]

\[ \frac{H}{V} = \frac{5\%}{0.25} \]

\[ \phi = \text{gauge to account for 20% of \text{installation}} \]

Sketch of a cross section.